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OPTIMALLY MANAGE DATA 
& PERFORM ANALYTICS
Capturing, storing, securing, accessing, and 
analysing timely data is vital to the financial 
services industry. Stay ahead of the game by 
deploying data-driven, home-grown, and 
third-party applications on the Nutanix platform. 
Capture current and historical data before 
applying deep analytics to locate suspicious 
transactions, or predict customer behaviour and 
be far better equipped to accurately and 
efficiently transact business. 

While big data allows you to mitigate financial risks and plan ahead, 
you’ll also be able to consolidate all your data on a single platform and 
implement enterprise-wide specifications within an elegant database 
management solution.

 

 
 

 
 

SIX FOCUS AREAS FOR THE IT 
INFRASTRUCTURE OF TOMORROW

FUTUREPROOFING 
FINSERV
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The financial services sector is reinventing itself 
at an accelerated pace, driven by a mix of new 
market models, shifting commercial objectives, 
and new customer expectations.

Whether it’s the emerging influence of green finance and sustainability, 
evolving cyber threats or different consumer demands, adapting to change 
is now business-as-usual.

Those at the frontline of this change expect immediate and expert 
support from innovative, flexible partners – including when it comes 
to transforming IT infrastructure. 

Wherever they are, whatever they are doing, 
customers expect experience excellence. Now, 
you can empower IT engineers to develop and 
operate customer-first solutions by supporting 
them with a launchpad that’s both reliable 
and agile.

Nutanix HCI bundles; storage, servers, networking, and virtualisation 
software – all in one sensible budget – and supports cloud-like 
deployments that create a dependable and consistent platform for your 
engineers to develop, test, and launch customer-first applications across 
the world. It means improved customer experiences across all segments, 
with cutting-edge product innovations that make transacting with a 
financial institution so much easier. 

ENHANCE CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCES
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GATHER MOMENTUM WITH 
SCALABLE SOLUTIONS
As financial services digitally transform, 
organisations increasingly require an IT 
foundation that is agile and can cope with 
sophisticated data usage. In the future, 
you’ll need to build and scale products and 
solutions quickly to where the customers are, 
or risk losing out to the leaner upstarts. 

Nutanix HCI offers the middle ground between a completely 
internet-dependent public cloud, which will not work in areas with poor 
connectivity, and the safer, but often unwieldy, on-premises datacentre. 
Plus, with Nutanix HCI, you can start small and add nodes as you go 
along, while Nutanix software is also compatible with most leading 
server companies.
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COST EFFICIENCIES
How can you improve the cost-efficiency of 
supporting IT infrastructure? Nutanix gives 
you the benefits of reduced infrastructure costs 
through a classic HCI setup and a dramatic 
increase in productivity with cloud-like 
functionality. It allows you to drastically 
reduce expenditure by automating operational 
and repetitive activities such as maintenance, 
systems support, and disaster recovery.  

Using Nutanix's built-in diagnostics and intelligence you can pare down 
your infrastructure footprint almost immediately upon deployment, allowing 
more time for value-added work. Most companies spend up to 80% of their 
IT budget on day to day operations leaving 20% for innovation – Nutanix 
aims to bring this closer to a 50/50 ratio. 

ADVISORY & ASSESSMENT: 
We’ll work to understand where you need to get to, 
and help you form a plan to get there, using tools and 
data to make it clear where you are now, and how big 
the gap is to where you want to go.

THAT’S WHERE NUTANIX AND 
SOFTCAT COME IN.
Nutanix has made significant impacts in the 
financial sector as a market leader in 
hyperconverged infrastructure – and Softcat 
can let you make the most of its capabilities. 

To start, we’ll outline six areas that you should focus on as a financial 
services business and how Nutanix hyperconverged infrastructure (HCI) 
solutions and Softcat can enable you to deliver on them all. 

IMPLEMENTATION 
AND ADOPTION: 
We’ll help you install new Nutanix technology: 
implementing, migrating, training and making it part 
of your everyday operations.

DESIGN: 
We’ll plan a solution for you – bridging the gap 
between your current and target operations – while 
also agreeing budget, service levels and delivery times. 
We’ll show you exactly how to fit new technology into 
your IT environment.

MANAGEMENT & SUPPORT: 
We can fully manage Nutanix technology for 
you on a daily basis and provide remote 
technical assistance.
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EMPLOYEE EMPOWERMENT
To keep your employees happy, data 
infrastructure must be equipped to handle 
demands for IT services with 24/7 accessibility, 
and end user experiences across the company 
must also be consistently excellent. Nutanix 
centralises control and can consolidate all 
third-party applications into a single management 
console, so there are fewer contingencies to 
manage and datacentre employees can spend 
less time fighting crises.  

You can also provide self-service portals to IT infrastructure, create virtual 
machines, allocate resources, and easily configure user roles. This not only 
improves productivity, but also gives employees the freedom to manage 
their own projects independently while allowing your company to connect 
as one and enjoy consistent user experiences across locations. 
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TRUST AND COMPLIANCE
Security considerations need to be an essential 
part of a financial services organisation’s 
decision-making to meet regulatory compliance 
requirements and address the challenges of the 
evolving security threat landscape. Security in the 
enterprise must begin with a robust infrastructure 
foundation. This is where Nutanix not only 
provides operational and financial value, but also 
aids in improving security posture and preventing 
data breaches by ensuring these critical areas are 
a focal point.  

Real-time insight means you can resolve potential threats before they turn 
into business challenges, while other services include event-driven security 
monitoring in real time, policy-based automation, and one-click remediation 
for security controls and configuration.

PLATFORM & INTELLIGENCE:
We offer not only the platform and support you need, 
but a dedicated analyst too.
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WHY CHOOSE SOFTCAT?
Softcat is a multi-award-winning service provider to over 4,000 UK 
IT organisations, supporting a wide variation of customer types 
including mid-market, enterprise, public sector and customers running 
national infrastructure.

We’re here to help deliver everything you need to bring technology to life and achieve 
better outcomes – and we’re proud that our customer satisfaction feedback is constantly 
increasing as more and more customers choose to work with us – evidenced in our 
95% customer satisfaction survey score


